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Abstract 
We have been fabricated the multilayer Fresnel zone plate (FZP) for hard X-ray focusing. The multilayer FZP consists of a 
series of concentric multilayer of low-Z (Al) zone and high-Z (Cu) zone, alternatively. The spatial resolution of the multilayer
FZP is related with the outermost zone width and the smoothness of the multilayer. In case of the concentric multilayer FZP, the
undulations were often observed. The smoothness of the multilayer is strongly related with he optical resolution. In this study we 
reported the microscopic structure of the multilayer FZP with a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) observation 
and discussed the seed of the undulation. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
X-ray microscopy is an attractive technique for high-resolution imaging. The X-ray focusing optical elements 
such as an X-ray mirror, a refractive lens, an Fresnel zone plate (FZP) are key devices for the X-ray microscopy at 
synchrotron light sources.  The optical elements cannot yet provide a resolution down to the level of hard X-ray 
wavelengths (O<0.1nm). The total reflection mirror has reached down to 25 nm at 15keV X-ray [1]. The refractive 
lens reaches down to 8 Pm at 14 KeV[2]. The multilayer Laue lens which is a series of linear zone plate are 30nm at 
19.5 keV [3]. The FZP fabricated with the lithographic process has also reached to 58 nm at 8 keV[4].  
On the other hand, we have been fabricated the multilayer FZP with thin film sputter deposition [5, 6]. The 
multilayer FZP consists of a series of concentric multilayer of low-Z (Al) zone and high-Z (Cu) zone, alternatively. 
Thus, it has an advantage of high aspect ratio and can be applied for higher energy X-ray. Although the spot size is 
principally determined with the outermost zone width of the multilayer, the focusing properties of the multilayer 
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FZP are strongly related with the imperfection of the microstructure such as roughness and wavy interfaces of the 
multilayer practically [7].   
The structural imperfections of the multilayer are related with the specific structures of multilayer deposition 
process that are often observed in the sputtering process, such as the columnar structure. In fact, the columnar 
structure was observed in the multilayer FZP with the electron microscopy [8]. Thus, there are many researches 
about the structural imperfection of the thin film fabricated with the sputtering [9]. The imperfection grown of the 
thin-film is usually explained by the columnar growth based on the theoretical explanations such as scaling theory, 
Ballistic aggregation theory which are affected by the substrate temperature [9]. On the other hand, the high-
resolution electron microscopic images also reveal the grain structure of the thin film [10]. The columnar grain 
structure and evolution of the wavy interface morphology in amorphous multilayer are observed by the electron 
microscopes. Due to these observations the formation of the wavy interface is strongly related with energy of the 
irradiated particles during the sputtering process. In this study, we investigated the microstructure of the multilayer 
FZP with a scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
2. Experiment 
The Cu/Al multilayer FZP was fabricated with the sputtered-sliced method. The multilayer was deposited with a 
dual target DC magnetron sputtering system. The substrate of the multilayer is Au wire-substrate of 100Pm diameter. 
The wire was rotated at 15 rpm during the deposition. The vacuum chamber was evacuated to a pressure of 1.0X10-4
Pa, and then, Ar gas was introduced to a pressure of 2X10-1 Pa. The sputtering powers of Cu and Al were 6 W/cm2
and 10 W/cm2, respectively. The deposition rate of the multilayer was ~ 0.3 nm /sec. The multilayer was a so-called 
kinoform-style multilayer FZP that has conjugated layers between the Al layer and the Cu layer. The kinoform-style 
multilayer FZP is a diffractive optical element which has capable of focusing most incoming beam into one single 
point. Therefore, the kinoform-style multilayer FZP achieves high diffraction efficiency of the X-ray. The kinoform-
style multilayer FZP has composite zones between the Al zone and the Cu zone in each series. Each composite layer 
is fabricated by co-sputtering of two targets (Al and Cu). With the increase of the number of the levels, the 
efficiency approaches to the ideal diffraction efficiency. We obtained the peak efficiency of 52 % at 41.3 keV with 
the 6-level multilayer FZP at SPring-8 BL20XU. The spatial resolution of the FZP is basically given by its 
outermost zone width and also depended on the smoothness of the boundary. 
In order to evaluate the cross-section of the multilayer, the FZP was sliced into a film perpendicular to the wire-
substrate axis with a focused ion beam (FIB) apparatus (Hitachi, FB-2100) at National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology (AIST). The focused ion species are Ga+ and the beam energies were 40 keV 
and 10 keV at the deposition and the milling, respectively. We adopted the micro-thinning process with the FIB to 
observe the thin film cross-section [8]. The multilayer FZP was finally sliced to ~100 nm width and observed with 
the high-angle annular dark field method with the scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-
STEM). In the HAADF-STEM the diffracted electron intensity is detected with an annular detector in the STEM. 
The HAADF-STEM experiments were performed at National Institution of Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan.  
3. Results and discussion 
Figure 1 shows the HAADF-STEM image of the multilayer FZP. In the image the right side and the left side are 
the Au substrate and Cu over-coated layer. Between the both, the Cu/Al multilayer is observed. In the multilayer, the 
dark point and the white point are Cu and Al, respectively, with the Z-contrast method. The image shows the 
undulations of multilayer which evolutes from the Au substrate to the Cu over-coated layer. The undulation is often 
observed in circular multilayer structure, which is called “cumulative roughness”. Moreover, this image shows that 
the multilayer has the undulation structure (wavy structure) come out from small seeds (origins of the undulations) 
which are indicated by the red circles (1~7) in Figure 1. In the figure the seeds are observed only in the Cu dominant 
area.
The close-up STEM micrographs of the multilayer FZP are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) and (b) are a bright-
field (BF) image and a dark-field (DF) image, respectively. Although the small grains of Cu can be seen in the BF 
image. The small grains in the BF image have a similar slope giving a similar intensity in the DF image at the same 
position. Some of the small Cu grains which are numbered in 1~3 and surrounded with red line in figure (a) are 
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developed from the Cu dominate sub-layer to the Al layer. The small grain leads to the undulated interface and 
become the seed of the undulation. The wavy morphology of multilayer finally comes from the piles-up of the 
undulation in each layer.  
4. Conclusion 
We have investigated the microstructure of multilayer FZP with the STEM and the HAADF-STEM method. The 
micrographs of the multilayer indicate that many Cu small grains are located at the Cu dominate sub-layer, although 
no grains are at the Al dominate sub-layer. The Cu small grains are become the seed and the origin of the undulation. 
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Figure 2 Close-up STEM images of multilayer FZP. 
(a) BF STEM image (b) DF STEM image. The white 
bar is 200nm 
Figure 1 STEM image of multilayer FZP. 
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